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Abstract
In this paper we describe a research study aiming to support designers in building
empathy with Parkinson end-users through the introduction in the design process of a
hand shaking wearable device with simulates Parkinson hand tremor. We describe the
experience that designers gained by wearing the hand shaking device and the insights
that they expressed towards the improvement of a specific product they tested the
shaking device with, such as the gas hob. We then focus on a parallel user research with
people with Parkinson's disease that was conducted in the same period in order to
observe how actual users suffering from hand tremor interact with the gas hobs and the
kitchen environment; which constrains they experience; which concerns they express, and
eventually which design opportunities raise from the learnings gained by meeting the
users.
Our conclusion is that the hand tremor simulating device represents and innovative tool
which temporarily can convey designers some physical effects caused by Parkinson’s
disease where no other ways are possible nowadays, but the greater understanding of the
end-users, and hopefully an empathic connection, can be reached when the simulated
physical impairment is informed by close observation and active engagement with actual
users.
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The search for experiencing the physical impairments of
another person
Recently design research has been focusing on building an empathic connection with
end-users through different design ethnographic techniques. What still challenges
researchers and design practitioners though is how to get the physical experience of the
people they are designing for, especially when those people have some kind of body
limitations due to an illness or simply to ageing.
One of the most inspiring designer who tried at first to experience the physical impairment
of another group of users, such as the elderly, has been Patricia Moore. She was a
designer for the design firm Raimond Loewy who couldn’t bear the fact that her
colleagues designers were not considering the elderly and their physical limitations when
designing new products. At the beginning of the ’80 she dressed up and made up as an
elderly, wore uncomfortable shoes which forced her using a walking stick, plugged her
ears and used glasses to blur her vision, put bandages on her chests forcing her to fold
her body while walking and started to visited several American cities as an elderly lady
(see Fig 1).

She tried to experience the world with the body of an 80 years old lady thanks to her
camouflage and body prosthetics and managed to gain meaningful insights on what being
an elder can mean.

Figure 1: Patricia Moore experimenting the world as an elderly lady, beginning of the ‘80s.
Patricia Moore was the author of several designs of objects which are also usable by
elderly people and became one of the initiator on Universal Design and the pioneer of the
search for empathy with end-users.
Cardoso and Clarkson (2012) recently proposed a methodology for inducing on designers
empathy with disabled end-users. The basic concept consists in using a set of devices
worn by designers, called “capability-loss simulators”, that constraint the motor and/or
perceptual capabilities of the healthy user (i.e. the designer) to induce the sensation of
end-users disabilities.
An analogous approach has been assumed by several car manufacturers and, lately, at
MIT with the AGNES project (Age Gain Now Empathy System) aiming at the development
of an ageing suit able to induce both motor and visual impairments (MIT Age Lab, n.d.).
Such systems are able to induce several visual/motor disabilities that are associated with
ageing. However, due to their passive nature, they lack of flexibility and require a long
time to be dressed, set up and tuned. Recently, the research community has started to
investigate new computer based programmable Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
systems that are able to simulate different types of disabilities. The aim is to deploy a
flexible system that allows to simulate several types of disabilities with different degrees of
severity that can be easily set by programming. One of such systems has been studied for
visual impairments in the field of word processors and web-design software (Oikonomou,
Votis, Tzovaras, & Korn, 2009; Strobbe et al., 2012). Moreover, a tool for the design of
accessible graphical user interfaces based on EmD principles has been developed by
Breiner et al. (Breiner, Wüchner, & Brunnlieb, 2011).
The difference between the previous attempt of the camouflage of Patricia Moore and all
those other engineered simulation models developed later lays in the fact that Patricia
was emulating the physical limitation of an elderly in the real world, interacting with real
context and persons around her. She was rehearsing her elderly age in a real scenario,
while constraining her body as if it was older. The engineered simulation models let you
temporarily experience a handicap, extrapolating the experience from its real context and
without letting confront you your simulated experience with users really suffering from that

body problem. We argue in this paper that instead a physical limitation simulator can
express his empathy potential when get enriched by real context immersion and by the
observation with actual users experiencing the body limitation for illness or ageing
reasons.

The hand tremor
Tremor is a common disturbance of movement control, and it is defined as a rhythmic and
oscillatory movement of a body part, caused by involuntary repetitive muscles
contractions. It can vary in time-shape and amplitude, and is influenced by motor,
physiological, or psychological factors. Tremor can be noticed in hands and arms, but it
may affect several parts of the body. Tremor can be classified in:
•
Resting: tremor occurs when muscles are resting and can disappear or become
less noticeable when muscles moves;
•
Intention: tremor occurs at the end of an intended movement, such as writing,
pressing a button, or reaching for an object, but can disappear while the affected body
part is at rest.
•
Postural or actions: tremor occurs when holding the arm or leg against gravity or
other forces in a position, this may happen when holding a cup, the arms out, or standing
up straight.
Every person is slightly affected by tremor that superimposes on the voluntary actions.
Stress, fatigue, anger, fear, caffeine, and cigarettes may induce a temporary increasing of
the intensity of tremor.
However, there are several diseases whose symptoms consist in levels of tremor that
influence and sometimes impede the normal execution of Activities of Daily Living (ADL).
The three most diffused types of pathologies associated with relevant levels of handtremor are: Essential tremor, Parkinson and Cerebellar Tremor. A comprehensive study
and survey of all types of disease that are associated with tremor has been conducted by
Wyne (2005). A numerical investigation of spectral analysis of tremor is reported in Gresty
& Buckwell (1990).
Each type of tremor has its own general characteristics that change according to the type
of disease. Moreover, detailed features of resting, intention and postural tremor may vary
from patient to patient.
Obviously, the simulation of all the aspects that are associated with tremor pathologies
could be desirable but would require complex and expensive systems. In this work, we are
focusing on postural tremor and its effects on the hand during manipulation/handling of
objects.
Hand tremor consists in a rhythmic cyclical movement in the range of some millimeters at
frequencies included in the interval 4-12Hz. Based in this the system has been developed
in order to make it possible to induce on the user hand a programmed vibration of few
millimeters (2-4 mm) in such frequency range.

The hand tremor simulating device
In order to generate artificial hand-tremor, we have employed the 3 Degrees of Freedom
(DoF) Grab haptic interface described in Marcheschi et al. (2007). Grab is a desktop
force-feedback device based on a RRP serial kinematics and employing grounded motors
and steel cable torque-transmissions. The device was designed with the aim of having low
inertia, low friction and large isotropic workspace comparable to that of human arm. Grab
is able to exert continuous forces, with a bandwidth of about 40Hz, over any desired
direction, in a range of 4N in the worst condition (typically 6-7N). All the DoFs are

sensorized with high-resolution angular optical encoders, ensuring a positional resolution
of 0.1mm and stiffness in the range of 6-7N/mm, both measured at the end-effector.
The Grab end-effector is originally equipped with a small spherical joint, integrating a
thimble for the fingertip or a sensorised plate, the latter used when a higher accuracy is
required (Fontana, Marcheschi, Salsedo, & Bergamasco, 2012).

Figure 2. System overview with haptic interface, controller system and video logging
interface (left) and attachment to the user wrist designed with rapid prototyping techniques
(right).
In order to simulate hand-tremor during the operations of manipulation of objects and
exploration of surfaces, the user hands must be completely free, therefore the existing
end-effectors are not suitable for this task. For this reason we have designed a novel
passive 3 DoF spherical joint where the last link is tightly fasten around the user forearm,
close to the wrist, through velcro strips (see Figure 2). The joint is made of light-weight
polyamide charged with aluminum powder, manufactured with a Direct Printing rapid
prototyping system. The second joint is instead implemented with a large diameter
bearing (Kaydon Reali-Slim® Bearing K10008CP0) in order to place the center of the
spherical joint on the same axis of the forearm prono-supination motion. In order to have
a comfortable and solid double-supported connection, we have designed and devolped an
ergonomic c-shape attachment enveloping the user forearm.
The design of the spherical joints kept into account the need of not compromising the
frequency response of the system; this was achieved by maximizing the stiffness
(10N/mm) and minimizing the mass (the total weight is 190 g).
The haptic interface is driven by a control unit equipped with encoder counters, Digital-toAnalog converters and current drivers. The controller runs at a refresh rate of 1kHz,
largely above the requirements for controlling movements in the desired tremor-bandwidth
(4-12Hz).
The complete system is composed by:
•
the Grab haptic interface, equipped with the novel developed wrist attachment;
•
a current-driver box including the driving electronics DC 48V-400W power supply;
•
a real-time operating system XPC target machine employed for implementation of
the developed controllers.
The control procedures have been developed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment and
loaded on the real-time target through an Ethernet connection.

We decided to not use force sensors, since the low friction/inertia of the mechanical
structure and the type of employed motors allow to have reliable estimation of the exerted
force directly from the readings of the motor currents.
The strategy designed to control the system is based on a simple recording and playback
mechanism - i.e. recording hand trajectories of users affected by tremor and playing them
back, through the developed system, on healthy users. The recording phase consists of
measurements on patients using a VR motion tracker (Polhemus Fastrak) able to acquire
the 3D trajectories of small sensors attached to the user wrist. The acquired trajectories
are employed to generate a reference control signal for the device; in this way, the effect
of these trajectories are imposed on the operator wearing the haptic interface, through
properly controlled applied forces. In order not to interfere with the voluntary movements
of the user, the acquired trajectory is filtered with a band-pass filter to remove low
frequency components. The filtered trajectory is employed to command a closed loop
adaptive amplitude force control, as described in Rosati Papini, Fontana, Vertechy,
Carrozzino, & Bergamasco (2013). The control is designed in order to introduce minimal
disturbs on the low frequency movements, that are typically voluntary movements, but at
the same time to guarantee that the amplitude of tremor is independent from the posture
and actions of the end-user.

Experimenting the hand tremor simulating device with
gas hobs
The designers, positioned in front of a gas hob, were asked to wear the system on their
right-hand. They tried two different model of gas hobs: one having knobs placed on a
vertical line and with the spark button; the other one with knobs on a horizontal line and
without the spark button.
They were invited to switch the fire on, regulate the intensity and finally position a pot filled
with water onto it. Designers were also invited to explore freely the gas hobs and perform
actions on their will while wearing the haptic interface. For each gas hob, two different
user models were tried that set two different dynamic parameters for the tremor: the first
one is characterized by an intermediate degree of severity of tremor and low frequency
(6Hz) i.e. parameters that corresponds to Parkinson’s disease symptoms; the other one
characterized by an intermediate degree of tremor and high frequency (10Hz), i.e.
corresponding to essential tremor disease (see Fig 3 and 4).

Figure 3. A designer involved in the experiment with the Parkinson simulating device with
gas hobs.

Gathering designers insights and sketching new ideas
By using the developed system trying out two different models of gas hobs, and by
answering to the semi-structured interview, designers came up with various reflections
and learnings, both on their personal experience of physically simulating the right hand
tremor of a Parkinson person and on potential opportunities to improve the existing gas
hobs.

Figure 4. Different moments of the designer experiments where they gained insights for
improving the existing gas hobs for the benefit also of Parkinson users.

Designer
Monica, Head of INDESIT
Design Center

Meaningful Insights
“Lifting the pot to put it on another burner gets really
dangerous: you can spill hot water on you! We might want
the grid to allow the user to slide the pot on the
grid...instead of lifting it..”

Xavier, Industrial Design Interni

“When one needs to clean the gas hob, it’s going to be a
challenge to assemble back the components due to the
hand tremor. Moreover, one can’t really realize whenever
he/she has put the components back in the correct way.”
“With this system, only one hand is shaking, so I can push
the spark button with the “good” hand. Parkinson user
would find very difficult to turn the burner on with this gas
hob, assuming both their hands are shaking.”

Elisa, Graphic and Interaction
Designer

“Holding my hand to something, or resting it on the
surface, I can cope with the tremor and my fingers
become more static. We might want to get a gas hob
surface where to anchor the hand...”
“Another way to address the problem of spilling the water
from the pot due to the tremor could be to make signs
inside the pots to visualize the maximum level for filling
it...”

Table 1 : Some meaningful insights that interestingly show how designers have started a process
toward a better understanding of problems and proposing solutions for impaired end-users.

After the experiment, each designer has been asked to participate to a semi-structured
interview with the researchers, to elaborate on her/his first experience with the haptic
interface and the physical simulation of Parkinson tremor. The semi-structured interview
was conducted as a conversation plot with the researchers which could allow to focus on

the interaction between the designer, the haptic interface and the gas hob, and at the
same time to ensure that the designer could freely point out relevant aspects of her/his felt
experience with the simulation interface. Moreover, designer described several interesting
first insights on improvements that could be applied to the tested gas hobs for being
accessible to Parkinson users (see Table 1). Both the experiments and the semistructured interviews have been video recorded and later edited and subtitled. Eventually
designers were asked to sketch their initial design ideas on how to improve or redesign
the existing gas hobs. They were provided by a template where they had to give a catchy
title to their design, draw it, briefly explain its main feature and describe which kind of
Parkinson related issues they were addressing with their design (see Fig 5).

Figure 5. A sketch by a designers participating to the experiment, describing a friendly
knob that could be better grabbed by a person suffering from hand tremor.

Meeting actual Parkinson users
Running parallel to the experiment with designers wearing the hand tremor simulator, a
further study was conducted with actual Parkinson users, who were invited to try out the
existing gas hobs. The participants suffered from Parkinson, but with different seriousness
and kind of hand tremor. The experiment with people with Parkinson's disease had to be
conducted in a recreated kitchen environment inside a lab and unluckily it was not
possible to meet the end-users in their own home environment due to security reasons
and project’s constrains.
Even if this prevented the researchers from observing the users in their usual context, the
close observation with end-users trying out the gas hobs and engaging them in an open
conversation about what Parkinson hand tremor meant to them was still very enlightening
and revealing. The end-users offered a point of view on their body limitation that was not
possible to reach only by getting a simulating experience of the hand tremor through the
simulating device. It happened that participants were not focusing on “what they cannot do”
in the kitchen environment, but instead on “what they learnt to do differently” thanks to
work around or just getting used to their body limitation. For example, some of them learnt

quickly and simplified ways to cook their meal, as long as they keep themselves active in
the kitchen and manage their food independently. Having Parkinson could mean taking a
little longer to turn the gas hobs and regulate it, but it may not prevent them from cooking
anyway. At the same time, for example, what it really could be a bother for them, is the
sound produced by their shaking hand beating the pots or of the gas hobs they hold with
their hand.
While on the one hand the shaking simulator shows the designers some of the physical
problems that Parkinson can involve, the observation and engagement with end-users
allow the designers to get what those limitation really mean for the actual users in real life.
This combination of insights can enable the designers to come up with new design
solutions that not only solve functional aspects for the benefit of people with body
limitations, but more important open the designers new design opportunities that are
meaningful for the persons they are designing for.

Figure 6. A person suffering from Parkinson trying out the existing gas hobs.

Conclusions
In conclusion, with this paper we would like to raise the importance of the involvement of
real users and having the designers engaged with them during the research. The
simulation of a body limitation, like the Parkinson hand tremor one experimented in this
study, cannot return the global daily life experience that people feel due to their body
impairment and cannot communicate the behaviours real users developed over time to
work around it. What we would like to encourage from our study is to let the designers find
their own ways in the design process embracing both the tools of ethnography design
research and the simulator devices that get gradually available from the engineering field.
We envision that this would allow designers to come up with new design solutions that go
beyond the attempts to solve functional issues linked to the body impairments, and
hopefully to empower the users with new kinds of interactions with objects, no matter their
particular body limitations.
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